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What is the nature of 
the reward signals?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babbling



Vignette 1: Gaze Following

Basic idea: 
Reward: when looking at something „salient“ 
Mechanism: infant learns to predict the locations of salient objects 

from the caregiver’s gaze

Triesch et al., Dev. Sci., 2006; Jasso et al., IEEE TAMD, 2012; Deák et al., Dev. Sci. 2014
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Fig. 4. Illustration of values of for two different states of the world.

line of sight, it has a darker tone than the other, and will likely
be selected over the other one, resulting in gaze following. The
scale for , from to 0.1, is not absolute. In other phases
of learning, ’s values could have other ranges. The range used,
thus, is only for illustration purposes.

B. Mechanisms Improving Spatial Aspects of Gaze Following
Butterworth’s theory of gaze following development [10]

posited progressive and discrete accumulation of processing
mechanisms, including a salience-based ecological mechanism,
a spatially allocentric geometric mechanism, and a mentalistic
representational mechanism. In this section, we describe in de-
tail the two gaze following experiments that Butterworth used
to postulate the existence of these mechanisms. By replicating
these experiments in our simulation, we show that our infant
model elicits the succession of infant behaviors that suggested
these mechanisms, but without ever requiring any qualitatively
new mechanisms.
1) Emergence of the Geometric Compensation Stage: We

begin with the second mechanism proposed by Butterworth, be-
cause the first is a reactive exogenously generated response to
salient stimuli, corresponding roughly to the starting state of our
model. Butterworth carried out a series of experiments, the re-
sults of which led him to propose a putative “geometric com-
pensation mechanism,” which would allow the infant to disre-
gard distracter objects between the caregiver and the object to
which she attends [11], [13]. In these experiments, Butterworth
and colleagues placed salient targets at specific locations in an
otherwise boring room. During each trial the caregiver looked
at the infant and then turned toward one of the targets. Four tar-
gets were displayed during every trial, with two on each side
of the room along the wall, as shown in the part of Fig. 5 la-
beled “4-Target.” In the first three variations of the experiment
(top row) the correct target is first along the infant’s scan path
when compared to the other target on the same side of the room.
The correct target could be at either 30 , 60 , or 90 (abso-
lute values) from infant’s midline. In the last three variations
(bottom row) the target is second along the scan path, at either
90 , 120 , or 150 from midline. We will refer to these settings,
as “30 ”, “60 ”, “90 -first”, “90 -second”, “120 ”, and “150 ”.
(Note that only the 90 target occurs in both first and second po-
sition; this becomes an important distinction. All other locations
are only first or only second on the infant’s scan path when ro-
tating from midline.)

In these studies, each trial type, as defined by a particular
target location, was repeated twice, once for each side of the
room (four times for the 90 locations: two trials for 90-first;
two for 90-second). They defined a correct response as looking
at plus or minus 30 around the correct target, and a wrong re-
sponse as looking within 30 of the incorrect target on the same
side of the room. Non-codable responses were coded if the in-
fant made no response within six seconds, or looked at up or
down. A final category of responses, omitted from the calcula-
tion of scores, included looking at the opposite side of the room
or (though not described by Butterworth) looking at no-target
locations (i.e., the wall) on the correct side of the room.
Fig. 6 shows a plot of the accuracy scores we calculated based

on Butterworth’s reported results (the origin was set to 0months,
for comparison with the figure on the right, described below).
This score is calculated as the number of correct responses over
the sum of correct plus wrong responses. Results show that at all
ages, infants reliably follow gaze when the correct target is po-
sitioned first along the scan path (30 and 60 trials). When the
correct target is first along the scan path at 90 (but still within
the FOV when looking at the caregiver), 6-month-olds stop at
the distracter object about half the time, 12-month-olds disre-
gard the distracter more often, and 18-month-olds follow gaze
correctly, disregarding the distracter altogether. When the cor-
rect target is second along the scan path at 120 or 150 (now
outside the visual field), at no age did infants reliably follow
gaze. Butterworth interpreted these results as indicating that in-
fants by 6 months follow gaze only via an “ecological mecha-
nism,” which also causes them to be distracted by other objects
along the scan path.With time, they are able to disregard the dis-
tracter object through a “geometric compensation mechanism,”
but only in the “90 second along the scan path” variation. In
the other second-target trials, however, where the target is out-
side the infant’s visual field, infants have even more difficulty
disregarding the distracter within their visual field.
2) Modeling the “Geometric Stage”: Our simulation was in-

tended to replicate the spatial layout and trials of Butterworth’s
experiments. The saliency of all objects was set to 1, corre-
sponding to objects of an average saliency. At the beginning of
every trial, the infant model looked at the caregiver ,
and the caregiver’s heading ( and in tandem) was set to
look towards the object specified by the particular trial. Each
trial was run for 6 time steps, equivalent to the six seconds used
in the experimental paradigm described earlier. During this time

Triesch et al., Adaptive Behavior, 2007; Sheperd et al., PNAS, 2009

Insight: mirror neurons may develop from more fundamental 
RL mechanisms

Prediction: mirror neurons for looking behaviors



Vignette 2: Active Efficient 
Coding (AEC)

Background: Efficient coding hypothesis: sensory systems should 
encode information efficiently (ICA, sparse coding, …) 

Attneave, Psych. Rev., 1954, Barlow, 1961; Olshausen & Field, Nature, 1996, …

Sparse Coding 
Algorithm

New idea: Extend this to active perception. E.g., how can eye 
movements contribute to efficient coding of visual input? 



efficient
coding
model

reinforcement
learner

motor command

reinforcement signal

Reward: a measure of the efficiency of encoding the sensory input 

Finding: autonomous discovery and self-calibration of vergence 
and pursuit movements of the eyes 

Insight: vergence and pursuit eye movements are really two sides 
of the same coin: maximizing coding efficiency! 

Generic Active Efficient Coding Architecture:

Schmidhuber 1991, 2009; Oudeyer 2004
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From AEC to Imitation

Triesch Imitation learning from efficient coding

their song(s) from experience during development (Barrington,
1773). For example, male juvenile zebra finches usually learn
to sing a song that closely resembles that of their father. The
learning proceeds in two phases. During a first phase of purely
sensory learning, the juvenile bird is suspected to form an audi-
tory template of the father’s (or other social tutor’s) song (Baptista
and Petrinovich, 1984; Konishi, 2010). During a second phase
of sensory-motor learning, the bird learns to produce a song to
match the learned template. Depending on the species, the sen-
sory and sensory-motor phases may or may not overlap. Presently
it is still unclear through what precise mechanisms the juvenile
bird manages to better and better approximate the father’s song.
Here I discuss how a recently proposed intrinsically motivated
learning (IML) mechanism for efficient coding in active percep-
tion might be generalized for this form of imitation learning.
This suggests that principles of efficient sensory coding may be
a foundation for song learning in birds and speech acquisition in
humans.

Intrinsic motivations have recently come into focus as impor-
tant driving forces in the development of complex behaviors
(Baldassarre and Mirolli, 2013). While there is still much debate
about the correct definition of intrinsic motivations (Baldassarre,
2011), the term is usually used when referring to behaviors such as
play or other “curious” exploration of the environment that seem
unrelated to any immediate “extrinsic” goal such as the acquisi-
tion of food. This hypothesis article does not propose any specific
computational model nor does it present any empirical results. It
is merely discussing the new hypothesis in the context of existing
work. In the following, I briefly review a recently proposed form
of IML for efficient sensory coding in active perception. Then I
show how a generalization of this mechanism may account for the
development of imitative behaviors. This also suggests a mecha-
nism for the development of mirror neurons. Finally, I discuss
predictions that the proposed mechanism makes.

2. INTRINSICALLY MOTIVATED LEARNING FOR EFFICIENT
CODING IN ACTIVE PERCEPTION

The efficient coding hypothesis posits that sensory systems strive
to encode sensory information in an efficient manner by exploit-
ing the statistical structure and redundancies present in the
sensory data (Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961). Since its first formu-
lation, numerous aspects of sensory coding have been successfully
explained in this context. This includes research on how early
visual representations can be understood as adaptations to the
statistics of natural images (Simoncelli and Olshausen, 2001)
as well as related findings in the auditory (Smith and Lewicki,
2006) and olfactory (Perez-Orive et al., 2002) modalities. While
this research program has been highly successful, it has typically
neglected the active nature of perception. In particular, the statis-
tics of sensory signals are a result of both the natural environment
and the organism’s behavior. This implies that the behavior of
the organism and in particular the movement of the sense organs
could be utilized to make the encoding of sensory information
more efficient.

Along these lines and inspired by previous work from
Schmidhuber (2009) proposing compression progress as an
objective for IML, Zhao et al. (2012) have recently presented a

model that learns to efficiently encode visual input from two eyes,
see Figure 1A. Their approach proposes a form of IML using
an internally generated reinforcement signal for learning efficient
coding strategies in active perception. The method works as fol-
lows: A sensory model learns to encode sensory data, while a
reinforcement learner generates actions of the sense organs that
help the agent to encode the sensory data efficiently. To this end,
an internally generated reinforcement signal is given to the rein-
forcement learner that reflects how well the sensory model is able
to encode the input.

In the context of binocular vision Zhao et al. (2012) have
shown that this mechanism elegantly explains the joint devel-
opment of an efficient representation for stereo disparity in
the sensory model and an accurate controller for vergence eye
movements. In this setting, the system discovers that it is useful
(intrinsically rewarding) to verge both eyes onto a common phys-
ical point, because then the sensory model is able to encode the
data more efficiently. This is because the images from both eyes
become more redundant and their joint encoding by the sensory
model becomes more accurate. We may think of this in terms of
the affordance concept. The observation of a certain disparity at
the center of gaze is found to afford a certain vergence command
that will lead to an improved representation of this input.

FIGURE 1 | The recently proposed intrinsically motivated learning
architecture for efficient coding in active perception (A) also gives rise
to the development of imitation (B). (A) The learning architecture
comprises an efficient coding model for the sensory input and an
intrinsically motivated reinforcement learning mechanism for generating
behavior. In the example of Zhao et al. (2012), the efficient coding model
learns a sparse code for binocular images, while the reinforcement learner
generates vergence eye movements. To this end, it receives from the
sensory coding model a representation of the sensory input (thin arrow)
and an internally generated reward signal reflecting how well the sensory
model could encode the binocular input (thick arrow). Both the sensory
coding model and the reinforcement learner try to optimize the encoding of
the data. The system discovers that the input data can be encoded most
efficiently when vergence commands are used to minimize binocular
disparity. (B) The learner acquires an efficient encoding of speech signals
provided by a tutor (big mouth). When the learner starts babbling (small
mouth), the resulting acoustic signals are encoded by the sensory model
that has been tuned to the tutor’s speech. Signals that are easy to encode
for the sensory model because the utterance sounds similar to the tutor’s
speech will produce a high reinforcement signal. Through this, the system’s
utterances are progressively driven to approximate the tutor’s speech.

Frontiers in Psychology | Cognitive Science November 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 800 | 2

Triesch, Front. Psych., 2013
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Song learning in song birds

Baptista & Petrinovich, Anim.Behav., 1984

1. sensory learning

2. sensorimotor learning



Infant babbling already reflects 
patterns of mother tongue 

French: “merci” (x ‘x) German: “danke” (‘x x)

Oller et al., J Child Lang, 1976; Mampe et al., Cur. Biol., 2009



Babbling as Imitation

● Our model: 
(1) sensory learning 
(2) babbling = imitation learning 

•  Previous models: 
(1) babbling = random motor exploration 
→ forward model learning 

(2) imitation 

Guenther & Vladusich 2012, Kröger et al. 2014, Moulin-Frier & Oudeyer 2013, …



The Model: Listen and Babble

Ambient Speech

Acoustic 
Signal

RL 
Agent

Motor 
Command

Auditory 
System

Vocal 
Tract

Reward



Auditory System
• Cochlea model 

• Echo state network: classifying different vowels (supervised)

Lopez-Poveda & Meddis, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 2001; Jaeger & Haas, Science 2014



Ambient Speech Input

/a/

/i/

/u/

null

adult infant



Vocal Tract Model: articulatory 
speech synthesis

Birkholz, PLoS One, 2013

Adult male

Infant

„Guten Tag liebe Zuhörer“



Tongue Center

Jaw

Lips

Tongue Side 
Elevations

Velum

Hyoid

Tongue Blade

Tongue Tip

16-dim. motor space, continuous: virtually impossible to explore just 
randomly; exploring 5 settings per DoF and trying 10 actions per 
second would take 484 years



Goal-based Imitation Learning

1. learn auditory recognition model (ESN) 
2. start by uttering the [@] vowel 
3. repeat until all vowels are learned: 
• select new vowel as imitation target based on how 

„close“ any previous utterances sounded 
• practice this vowel until it’s learned sufficiently well 

(using CMA-ES)

Rolf et al., ICDL 2010



Reward Definition

r(n) = p̂(ctarget(n)|~m(n)) =
exp(atarget(~m(n))P

i exp(ai(~m(n)))



Results



Formant Space

Vowel Simulation Time

[i] 10 min
[a] 19 min
[u] > 10 days!



Sensitivity analysis: 
lip protrusion

lip protrusion

[i]

[a]

[u]

→ Acquisition of [u] by purely auditory feedback is very hard!



Visually guided learning

Idea: Fix observable vocal tract parameters to correct values

Meltzoff & Moore 1977; Simpson et al., Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B, 2014 



Vowel Simulation Time
[i] 10 min
[a] 19 min
[u] > 10 days!
[i] 6 min
[u] 5 min
[a] 10 min

full problem 
(16 dim.)

visually guided 
(13 dim.)



Summary

Gaze following: r(t) = „salience“ AEC: r(t) = „coding efficiency“

efficient
coding
model

reinforcement
learner

motor command

reinforcement signal

• babbling as a form of imitation 

• goal-based learning 

• r(t) = „recognition confidence“ 

• visual guidance helps
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Redundancy in Vocal Tract



CMA-ES
(Covariance Matrix Adaptation - Evolutionary Strategy)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CMA-ES



[i][a] [u]

Sensitivity Analysis I



Sensitivity Analysis II

[i][a] [u]



ESN Performance I



ESN Performance II



[a]

[i]

[u]

adult infant

ESN Performance III



efficient
coding
model

reinforcement
learner

motor command

reinforcement signal

Matching Pursuit on
two spatial scales

Mallat & Zhang 1993

Natural Actor
Critic Algorithm
Bhatnagar et al. 2009

vergence
commands

negative recon-
struction error



Two-scale AEC model for vergence

Zhao et al. 2012; Lonini et al. 2013 a,b

Lonini et al. Robust active binocular vision

FIGURE 1 | Architecture of the model for vergence control [adapted from Lonini et al. (2013c)].

2.1.2. Sparse coding model
The input to a sparse coding model is a matrix of 81 patches
within an input stereo image at a given scale (i.e., coarse or fine).
A stereo patch is approximated through the sparse coding model
by a linear combination of binocular (stereo) basis functions φ.
Formally this approximation is expressed by:

[
x̂L

k
x̂R

k

]
=

B∑

i = 1

a(k)
i

[
φL

i
φR

i

]
, (1)

where B = 288 is the total number of basis functions available in
the dictionary of each sparse coding model. In order to ensure
sparseness of the representation we allow only 10 coefficients ai
to be non-zero. The sparse coding model is trained to represent
the original image as accurately as possible given this sparseness
constraint. The total squared reconstruction error over all the
stereo-patches, normalized by the energy in the original image
measures the loss of information due to the encoding. This is
defined by:

e =

P∑

k = 1
∥xk − x̂k∥2

P∑

k = 1
∥xk∥2

, (2)

where P is the total number of patches within an image.
Learning occurs online through a two-step procedure: for

each patch, a set of coefficients ai and basis functions φ

are selected from the basis dictionary using matching pursuit
(Mallat and Zhang, 1993), a greedy algorithm that finds a set
of bases to represent the input patch. Then, the chosen bases
are adapted through gradient descent on the reconstruction

error function (Olshausen et al., 1996). Given a foveal win-
dow Ij(t) at time t and scale j (i.e., coarse or fine), we com-
pute the B-dimensional feature vector, sj(t), by averaging the
squared weighting coefficients over the P patches taken from the
window:

sj(t) =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
P

P∑

k = 1

(
a(k)

1 (t)
)2

...

1
P

P∑

k = 1

(
a(k)

B (t)
)2

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (3)

where a(k)
i denotes the coefficient1 of basis i for patch k.

In biological terms, each entry of the state vector models the
pooled responses of binocular simple cells (coefficients a(k)

i for
a given i) over different locations of the visual field (different
patches k). The receptive field of a binocular simple cell is repre-
sented here by a basis function φi, which is sensitive to a specific
orientation, spatial frequency and disparity. The result of this
pooling roughly corresponds to the operation performed by com-
plex cells, which receive inputs from many simple cells at different
locations and tuned to the same disparity.

2.1.3. Reinforcement Learning
The reinforcement learning agent receives as input the combined
feature vector s(t) from each scale and maps it to a vergence
change !α(t). The reward for the agent is the negative sum of the
reconstruction errors of the two sparse coding models. The goal
of the RL agent is to select actions to maximize the discounted

1For the convenience of reading, we drop the index j indicating that the
coefficients ai depend on the scale.
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